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Abstract

This paper studies the effect of emigration on technological change in sending lo-
cations after one of the largest migration events in human history, the mass migration
from Europe to the United States in the 19th century. To establish causality, we adopt
an instrumental variable strategy that combines local growing-season frost shocks with
proximity to emigration ports. We document three main findings. First, using novel
data on technological patents, we find that emigration led to an increase in innovative
activity in sending municipalities. Second, the increase in innovation is coupled with an
increased adoption of new technologies in both the agricultural and industrial sectors.
Third, in terms of local economic development, we find that emigration led to higher
unskilled wages in agriculture, a shift towards employment in the nascent industrial
sector, a larger presence of incorporated firms, as well as higher tax revenues.
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1 Introduction

Emigration is often depicted as a major problem for developing countries. While they may
lose human capital and reduce their available labor force, the economic effects of migration on
origin regions left behind are theoretically ambiguous and surprisingly understudied.1 In the-
ory, emigration may affect their economic development, and not least technological progress,
for several reasons. It may be negatively affected if high-skilled emigration lowers the level
of human capital (see, eg., Kwok & Leland, 1982) or positively affected if returns to school-
ing increase (Beine et al., 2008) or migrants return home with accumulated human capital
(Borjas & Bratsberg, 1996; Dustmann, Fadlon & Weiss, 2011). Emigration may also affect
the incentives for technological change through increased labor costs due to labor scarcity
(Elsner, 2013) or a stronger bargaining strength of workers (Karadja & Prawitz, 2019). On
the one hand, labor scarcity and increased labor costs could discourage the creation of new
technologies by reducing firm profits, the workforce that may use the inventions as well as
the number of potential inventors (see, eg., Ricardo, 1951; Romer, 1990; Jones, 1995). On
the other hand, a long-standing hypothesis posits that high wages may induce innovation
and the adoption of new labor-saving technologies (Hicks, 1932; Habakkuk, 1962; Acemoglu,
2010).2 In the long-run, such changes may in turn engender structural transformation and
economic development (see, eg., Allen, 2009; Bustos, Caprettini & Ponticelli, 2016; Bustos,
Garber & Ponticelli, 2017).

This paper investigates the long-term effects of emigration on technological change in
sending communities. To our knowledge, this is the first paper to study how emigration
affects both the adoption and the innovation of new technologies. Our analysis takes a
historical perspective and examines one of the largest migration episodes in history: the Age
of Mass Migration. Between 1850 and World War I, nearly 30 million Europeans left their
home soil and crossed the Atlantic Sea for the United States. We focus on Sweden, where
as many as a quarter of the initial population emigrated. This setting allows us to make
use of a wide range of historical data sources covering migration, technological patents and
broader measures of technological and economic development.

At the onset of its transatlantic migration experience, Sweden was primarily an agrar-
ian economy abundant in low-wage work and labor intensive production processes. At the
same time, human capital levels were comparatively high. During the next decades, Sweden
underwent an industrial revolution. While the sources of this development remain disputed

1In contrast, the effects of immigration on different aspects of economic development have received con-
siderable attention. See, eg., Hunt & Gauthier-Loiselle (2010); Borjas & Doran (2012); Hornung (2014);
Moser, Voena & Waldinger (2014) for contributions related to the effect on innovation and technology.

2See also Alesina, Battisti & Zeira (2018) for related reasoning.
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among economists and economic historians (eg. Wicksell, 1882; Sandberg, 1979; O’Rourke
& Williamson, 1995; Ljungberg, 1996), it is well established that Swedish real wages went
from being below the Western European average in the 1860s to the level of their British
counterparts by 1914. Less attention has been paid to the remarkable speed of technolog-
ical advancements. Described as a technological revolution, this era saw a vast increase
in mechanized equipment, which arguably had a profound effect on economic development
(Heckscher, 1941). Concurrent with the mass departure of predominantly low-skilled work-
ers, technological patents surged, reaching record high levels at the turn of the century.
Shedding some light on the black box of technological progress, this paper asks if and to
what extent migration may have played a role in this development. And more broadly, we
explore if and how this related to the general economic development of the time.

To measure the effects of migration on innovation, we use a novel and hand-collected data
set covering the universe of technological patents in Sweden between the mid 19th century
and World War I.3 In addition, we collect data on technology adoption in agriculture and
industry, as well as firm profits and tax revenues. Full-count census data, with individual
links over time, are used to track changes in employment across sectors and skill-levels. We
combine this with data from church books and shipping line records covering all Swedish
migrants over this period, both emigrants and immigrants, to construct a data set at the
level of approximately 2,400 municipalities between 1867 and 1914.

Our main empirical framework compares long-term changes in economic activity between
municipalities within the same region, but with different emigration histories. To obtain
exogenous variation in cumulative emigration, we employ an instrumental variable strategy
that combines two sources of variation.4 First, it is well-recognized that a series of harvest
failures, caused by unusually cold weather, was a crucial push factor for the first wave of
large scale migration in the late 1860s (see, eg., Sundbärg, 1913; Thomas, 1941; Barton, 1994;
Beijbom, 1995). To capture the importance of harvest failures, we use daily temperature
data from 1864–1867 to construct a measure of frost incidence during growing seasons before
the onset of mass migration. Second, since predominantly two ports were used for emigration
– Gothenburg and Malmö – we capture the travel cost of emigration using a municipality’s
proximity to the nearest emigration port.5 Interacting these two sources of variation, the
idea behind the instrument rests on the notion that a negative shock to agriculture increased
the migration rates, especially so if the migration costs were low. Due to Swedish migration

3We treat technological patents as a proxy for innovation. See, e.g., Griliches (1990); Moser (2005, 2012)
for discussions of its limitations.

4The identification strategy is based on Karadja & Prawitz (2019).
5It is well established in the migration literature that travel costs constitute an important part of the

migration decision (see, eg., Quigley, 1972; Morten & Oliveira, 2014; Enflo et al., 2014).
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being highly path dependent (Runblom & Norman, 1976; Beijbom, 1995; Hatton, 1995;
Karadja & Prawitz, 2019), which we corroborate, we can strongly predict not only the first
wave of migration, but emigration during the entire mass migration period.

By only using the interaction between frost shocks and emigration port proximity as
our instrument, we are able to control for the direct effects that these two variables may
have by themselves. Therefore, we overcome typical threats to the exclusion restriction that
exist when using migration push factors as an instrument. In a balance test, we find that
our instrument is not systematically related to baseline characteristics. We also show that
a placebo instrument constructed using frost shocks during non-growing seasons does not
affect emigration, nor any other of our outcome variables.

We document three sets of results. First, emigration caused a long-run increase in tech-
nological innovations in sending municipalities. Our IV estimates indicate that a 10 percent
increase in the number of emigrants 1867–1900 increases the number of patents 1900–1914 by
about 6 percent. Weighting patents by their economic value, we also find a strong, positive
effect on innovations. These results are robust to the inclusion of several baseline controls
as well as a variety of different specifications.

The second set of results relates to the economic adaptation of production processes. We
first show that emigration led to the adoption of more labor-saving technology in agriculture.
In particular, there is a greater use of horses relative to land area, whose greater capacity
was effective in replacing workers. By contrast, the traditional use of oxen is unaffected.
In the industrial sector, we find an increase in machine-generated power per establishment,
along with a reduction in machines powered by draft animals.

Third, we study the effects of emigration on broader measures of economic transforma-
tion. Using full-count census data, we show that emigration led to occupational change
towards the nascent industrial sector. There is an overall decrease in agricultural labor, in
particular among unskilled workers. Conversely, there is a corresponding increase in the
non-agricultural labor force for both manual and non-manual occupations. Interestingly, we
document an increase in engineers, who are the most likely innovators, as well as other high-
skilled labor. To better understand if the effects on labor market composition are driven by
a change of workers, potentially due to out- and in-migration, or by individuals changing
their profession, we link individuals across census rounds. We find a significant increase in
transitions from agriculture to industry, as well as upgrading in terms of skill levels within
both the agricultural and the industrial sector.

To measure the overall effects of the observed structural transformation, we also investi-
gate the effects on broader indicators of economic growth. Using data on every incorporated
firm, we find that high-emigration municipalities make greater profits and are also more
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likely to have such firms. In addition, municipal tax incomes are higher. Aggregate data
on unskilled wage growth in agriculture also display a positive relationship with emigration,
consistent with the notion that emigration increased labor costs. In particular, the increase
in wages is driven by the period 1860–80, while the increase is moderate and non-significant
thereafter, a pattern consistent with the idea that technological change was labor-saving and
biased against labor.6

Lastly, we explore the potential role of return flows from the United States in explaining
our results. First, we study the possibility of innovation created by return migrants. In
particular, using data on occupations of both return migrants and innovators, we create
a new innovation measure where we give stronger weight to patents taken by individuals
with typical return migrant occupations. Innovation weighted in this way does not increase
with emigration. Nevertheless, information flows may still have contributed indirectly to
technological advancements. To test for this possibility, we use data on the distribution of
patent classes in the US and Sweden during this period to weight municipalities’ patents by
how distinctly American they are. The test indicates that emigration leads to innovation
that is less similar to the US. Finally, we run OLS regressions comparing the relationship
between emigration and return migration on innovation. In separate regressions, both types
of migration predict more innovation. However, the relationship between return migration
and innovation disappears entirely once we control for emigration, while the coefficient for
emigration is unchanged. These results together suggest that return migration and infor-
mation flows from the US are not crucial mechanisms explaining our results, although we
cannot entirely rule out a potential influence of return flows.

In sum, the mass migration era had profound effects on technology and economic trans-
formation, and was arguably an important factor in Sweden’s economic convergence with
Europe’s leading economies at the turn of the century. Our results are consistent with the
classic hypothesis of induced innovation, with its origins in Hicks (1932) and later popular-
ized by Habakkuk (1962) and Allen (2009). Acemoglu (2010) develops the theory formally.
Interestingly, our study also relates to recent research showing that automation may raise
productivity and reduce demand for relatively costly labor (Acemoglu & Restrepo, 2017;
Graetz & Michaels, 2018), as we find that higher labor costs due to emigration can be a first
step in initiating a similar chain of events.7

More broadly, we also relate to the literature on directed technical change (see, eg.
Acemoglu, 1998, 2002) and the relation between technical change and labor skills, not least

6This is also in line with the directed technical change literature as a decrease in the supply of a factor
would induce technological change which disfavores that factor (see, eg., Acemoglu, 1998, 2002).

7Relatedly, Acemoglu & Restrepo (2018) argue that scarcity of middle-aged workers increases automation.
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during different phases of industrial revolution (see, eg. Goldin & Sokoloff, 1984; Goldin &
Katz, 1998; Lafortune et al., 2019).8 For example, Goldin & Katz (1998) argue that the later
industrialization period was associated with a shift towards increased skill intensity.

There are a few studies that empirically investigate the effect of a change in the supply,
or price, of an input on technological innovation and adoption (Popp, 2002; Acemoglu &
Finkelstein, 2008; Lewis, 2011; Hanlon, 2015; Aghion et al., 2016). In particular, some
empirical studies link emigration to technological change in origin locations. Hornbeck &
Naidu (2014) find increased technology adoption due to out-migration of low-wage labor after
the Great Mississippi Flood of 1927. Clemens, Lewis & Postel (2018) study the effect of the
exclusion of Mexican agricultural workers on wages and technology adoption. A related
literature concerns the relation between high-skill migration and innovation both in host
(Borjas & Doran, 2012; Moser, Voena & Waldinger, 2014) and home countries (Kerr, 2008).

Through the empirical setting, our paper is also related to a growing body of economic
studies regarding the Age of Mass Migration.9 While several studies focus on the effects
of immigration on different aspects of the US economy, fewer studies explore the effects on
the Old World.10 Boyer, Hatton & O’Rourke (1994), O’Rourke & Williamson (1995) and
Hatton & Williamson (1998) study the aggregate effect of emigration on labor markets at
home in Ireland and Sweden, all finding that emigration increased real wages. Ljungberg
(1997) uses county-level data and finds that emigration was a major factor in the elevation
of Swedish wages. Studying the Irish migration between 1856 and 1876, O’Rourke (1991)
finds that increasing labor costs led agriculture to move away from tillage and increased
mechanization. Karadja & Prawitz (2019) examine the effect of emigration on the political
development in Swedish municipalities and find that emigration substantially increased the
membership in local labor organizations and, later, mobilized support for pro-labor parties.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of
the historical background, while Section 3 describes our data. Section 4 introduces the
econometric framework and discusses the first-stage relationship between our instrument
and emigration. Section 5 presents the main results divided into four subsections: effects
on innovation, on production processes, on economic transformation, as well as a discussion
of the potential role of return flows from the US. Section 6 provides robustness tests and
Section 7 concludes the paper.

8Relatedly, in a Swedish context, Tyrefors Hinnerich et al. (2017) explores the relationship between the
power of the landed elite, industrialization and economic development.

9Abramitzky & Boustan (2017) and Hatton & Ward (2018) provide surveys of the literature.
10In terms of immigration and innovation during this period, Sequeira, Nunn & Qian (2019) find (among

other results) that immigration positively affected patents in the US.
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2 Historical Background

Emigration Nearly 30 million Europeans emigrated to the United States during the Age
of Mass Migration (1850–1913). Along with Ireland, Norway, and Italy, Sweden had one of
the highest sending rates in per capita terms (Taylor & Williamson, 1997). About a quarter
of the Swedish population emigrated, mostly to the United States. In total, almost 1.3
million Swedes emigrated between 1860 and 1913.

Sweden’s transatlantic emigration episode begins in the last years of the 1860s, coinciding
with a severe famine in large parts of the country. It is well-recognized that these so-called
famine years were a key push factor behind the onset of the Swedish transatlantic mass
migration (see, eg., Sundbärg, 1913; Barton, 1994; Beijbom, 1995). The famine and the
resulting poverty followed after a series of bad harvests due to bad weather conditions in the
late 1860s. Especially 1867 saw record breaking cold temperatures during growing season
months.

Figure 1 depicts yearly flows of emigrants. The initial rapid increase in emigration starting
in 1867 is clearly visible in the figure. In the five years following 1867, as many as 150,000
Swedes, or four percent of the population, emigrated. This first wave of emigration was
followed by a period of comparatively low emigration numbers before migration took off
again during the first years of the 1880s. In the following decade, about half a million
Swedes left the country during the most intense period of the Swedish transatlantic migration
experience.

Swedish migration was to a large extent cyclical, similarly to other European countries
(Hatton, 1995). In particular, emigration was especially common when there was an eco-
nomic boom in the US during a downturn in Sweden.11 Moreover, social networks were
crucial determinants of emigration. Besides reducing transaction costs for later migrants
upon arriving in the New World, migrants already in the United States sent pre-paid travel
tickets back home. As many as every second emigrant is believed to have traveled on such
tickets (see, eg., Runblom & Norman, 1976; Beijbom, 1995). Letters sent home from the US
were also common and often described the overseas experience in overly positive language.
Among migrants from Scandinavia arriving in the United States in 1908–09, 93.6 percent
stated that they were joining friends or relatives who had previously migrated (Hatton,
1995). Figure 2 displays the high positive correlation between the early wave of emigration
during the period 1867–1874 and subsequent emigration during 1875–1914, confirming that
there was a significant path dependence in migration patterns.

11As shown in Bohlin & Eurenius (2010), the difference in yearly GDP growth rates between Sweden and
the USA is a good predictor of aggregate Swedish migration patterns.
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Emigration, labor, and technology At the start of the Swedish migration episode,
Sweden was a predominantly agrarian society. In 1860, before the start of mass migration,
almost 80 percent of the labor force worked within the agricultural sectors, as compared
to about 10 percent within the industrial and manufacturing sector (Edvinsson, 2005). In
the following decades, Sweden became increasingly industrialized. Industrialization was not
only taking place in urban areas, however. In fact, industry was predominantly located in
rural areas, often in close proximity to the distribution of natural resources (see, eg., Svennil-
son, Lundberg & Bagge, 1935; Heckscher, 1941; Ljungberg, 1996). There was consequently
relatively high within-location labor mobility between the agricultural and industrial sector
(Svennilson, Lundberg & Bagge, 1935). At the same time, many industries, such as the iron
industry, were locally rooted and relied on local labor to a large extent (Heckscher, 1941).

As emigration reached new peaks at the turn of the century, the backlash from economic
and political elites became more severe, to a large extent based on concerns about the adverse
effect of labor scarcity on the Swedish economy (Kälvemark, 1972). Following the start of the
first wave of emigration at the end of the 1860s, Swedish wages saw a substantial increase.
Low-skilled agricultural wages did, in particular, increase and came closer to industrial wages
(Jörberg, 1972a). After a downturn, Swedish wages rapidly increased again starting in the
latter part of the 1880s and continued to do so in the following decades. Jörberg (1972a)
noted that emigration may have played a role in this development. O’Rourke & Williamson
(1995) find that the transatlantic emigration increased low-skilled wages by about 12 percent
in both the agricultural and the urban sector between 1870 and 1910.12 Ljungberg (1997)
finds that emigration accounted for at least one-third of the increase in low-skilled wages in
agriculture.

The Swedish Government Official Report from 1922 concerning the development of
Swedish agriculture 1871–1919 concluded that labor scarcity made a more extensive us-
age of agrarian machines necessary (Sjöström, 1922). Similar sentiments are put forward
in Moberg (1989), Gadd (2000), and Morell (2001). According to Moberg (1989), the mas-
sive emigration was partly responsible for inducing more mechanization since it “affected a
particularly capable part of the labor force”. Together with a rapid increase in wages, this
resulted in a large demand for agricultural machinery. Moberg (1989) emphasizes that even
if machines also produced better quality than manual labor, it was the sudden shortage of
labor that was the main reason for the increased demand. Morell (2001) points out that a
significant part of the agricultural technology introduced after 1870 was labor saving and
especially technology related to harvesting, threshing and mowing, but also the introduction

12Interestingly, this potentially mirrors the development in the United States during the same period,
where immigration resulted in a decrease in wages (Goldin, 1994).
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of bigger and better harrows and modern milking machines. According to Gadd (2000),
harvesting and threshing machines reduced the use of manual labor by at least 60 percent.
Outside of agriculture, Schön (2000) argues increased labor mobility led to more competition
for workers, and that new and more productive businesses could offer higher wages. At the
same time, producers were forced to increase mechanization to decrease labor costs.

The importance of labor-saving inventions constituted a focus for contemporary writers,
as is clear from Fredholm (1879). In arguing for a patent law reform, Fredholm makes
several comparisons between Sweden and the US and argues that it was not enough to
merely import the many labor-saving American innovations. Instead, Sweden needed its
own innovations and industry (Fredholm, 1879). From initially low levels in the 1860s and
1870s, technological patents increased rapidly towards the last decade of the 19th century,
as shown in Figure 1. Heckscher (1941) described the period as an era of technological
revolution, noting that there was a vast increase in mechanized equipment, not only within
agriculture, and that systems for the transmission of water, gas and electrical power were
introduced. In neighboring Norway, the emigration commission of 1912–13 concluded that
by contributing to the increase in wages, emigration had been instrumental in promoting the
process of mechanization and rationalization of production (Hovde, 1934).

Innovation and patent regulations In terms of patent laws, Sweden changed from a
registration system to an examination system in 1885 and signed the Paris Convention for the
Protection of Industrial Property the year after. Similar to the German patent system, grants
could be given to the first person to file an application. After the reform, a rigorous novelty
search was required before a patent was granted. Moreover, with the Paris Convention in
place, filing a patent in one member state gave the right to file the same patent in any other
of the member states during a one-year period.

To apply and receive patent protection for an invention, the applicant needed to pay
both an application fee and a renewal fee. While the application fee was low during the
main period of study, the Swedish renewal fees were increasing over the patent duration,
thus rendering renewals relatively costly. In real prices, the cost of applying and renewing a
patent for the maximum number of 15 years was similar to today’s cost of keeping a patent
in force for the same duration (Andersson & Tell, 2016).13

While the market for buying and selling patents increased over the period, a large share
of inventions were still made in response to local needs and demands. For example, noting
the lack of a general system for high-precision gun and rifle manufacturing, C.E. Johansson

13In 1914 nominal value, the total cost was about 745 Swedish krona (Andersson & Tell, 2016), which is
approximately 4,200 USD in today’s value. The application grant constituted only 140 USD of that sum.
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invented his famous gauge blocks while working in the Royal weapons factory in Eskilstuna,
one of Sweden’s centers for mechanical engineering at the time. A broader example is the
large number of Swedish metallurgical inventions originating from the Bergslagen mining
district, one of many examples being the hardness test method developed by J.A. Brinell
while working as the head-engineer at Fagersta Ironworks. Similarly, inventions connected
to woodworking emerged disproportionally in the region of the Swedish Northeastern coast
where the majority of sawmills were located.

3 Data

Our data are organized at the municipal level, using administrative boundaries in 1863,
which we define using an administrative map from the National Archives of Sweden. To
get consistent borders over time, we collapse urban municipalities with their adjacent rural
municipality or municipalities as these borders sometimes changed due to urban expansion.
In total, we observe nearly 2400 municipalities.

Summary statistics of the variables used in the empirical section are presented in Table
1. Below, we present the data sources in more detail.

Innovative activity We digitized handwritten ledgers on patents from the archives of
the Swedish Patent and Registration Office (PRV).14 The data set includes all Swedish
patents granted between the mid 19th century and 1914, and specifies the year of application
and grant, the names of all inventors and patentees, and their professions as well as their
home location. There are in total 18, 250 registered patents with an inventor or patentee
residing in Sweden during the period 1860 to 1914. About 90 percent locate one or more
inventors/patentees within the country. For patents with multiple inventors living in different
municipalities, we assign each municipality one patent each. Thus, our patent variable
measures local involvement in granted patents. The final data set contains about 17, 179
such patent observations for the years 1860 to 1914. Figure 3 displays the spatial distribution
of patents per 1000 inhabitants. As reflected in the figure, while urban areas stood for a
large share of patents, innovation was geographically widespread and common in rural areas
as well.

To get a measure of the quality or value of a particular patent, the literature typically
uses either the number of citations received or the amount of patent fees paid by the owner to
maintain the patent in force for a longer period of time. Unfortunately, citation counts are not
available in our sample period. While citations are considered to be a good indicator of the

14The compilation and digitization process of the patent data is described in Appendix D.
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innovative quality of a patent, renewal fees are a more suitable measure of the economic value
of patents. This is because the patentee has to make the renewal decision each year, based
on the expected economic return from extending the patent right (see, eg., Schankerman &
Pakes, 1986; Burhop, 2010). We use the number of years that a patent is in force as a proxy
for its economic value.

Technology adoption and economic development Data on technology adoption in
agriculture and industry are digitized from publications and handwritten ledgers from Statis-
tics Sweden. The agricultural data was originally collected by local authorities at the parish
level, which we digitize and link to the administrative municipalities, and covers all parishes
without town privileges in 1910. In particular, we obtain data on the use of draft animals,
which we use as a measure of technology adoption within the agricultural sector. The in-
dustrial data originate in firm censuses covering all Swedish manufacturing firms in 1890
and includes detailed information on the placename, which we spatially link to our munici-
palities. We obtain data on the amount of power generated per establishment, measured in
horsepower, as well as the usage of draft animals in production.

To characterize local labor markets by sector and skill, we use full-count decennial census
data between 1880 and 1910 from the National Archives of Sweden and the North Atlantic
Population Project. Linked census data, used to follow individual’s occupational changes
between census rounds, are from Eriksson (2015). The census panel links about 60 percent
of all Swedes born before 1880, a very high linkage rate as compared to the literature (cf.
Abramitzky, Boustan & Eriksson, 2012; Long & Ferrie, 2013). We focus on a subgroup of
men in their working age as women’s occupations are infrequently reported.

Yearly data on agricultural daywages at the county level are from Jörberg (1972b). Their
employment terms resembled those of industrial and construction workers (Enflo, Lundh &
Prado, 2014) and they are considered to reflect the level of cash wages for other unskilled
trades as well, eg. within the industrial sector (Ljungberg, 1997). We construct real wages
by deflating the nominal wage series with a regional foodstuff index consisting of 14 food
items obtained from Jörberg (1972a).

To measure broader local economic growth, we digitize publications on municipal tax
income in 1900 originating from Statistics Sweden. Data on all incorporated firms and their
profits 1901–1905 are obtained from the Swedish Companies Registration Office.

Migration We measure migration using two independent sources. The first is collected
by priests at the parish level and later digitized by genealogists from parish church books.15

15We obtained the data from The Swedish Migration Center in Karlstad, Sweden.
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Variables include migration date, age, gender and occupation. We link migrants in each
parish to a municipality. In addition, we use data from passenger lists compiled by shipping
companies. Apart from the variables available in the church records, this additional data set
includes port of exit, giving us information on which routes emigrants used when migrat-
ing. Although these two data sets are independent, they are highly correlated, as shown in
Karadja & Prawitz (2019). Consistent with historical evidence (Runblom & Norman, 1976),
this suggests that most emigrants migrated directly from their home parishes rather than
migrating within the country before leaving Sweden. To decrease the extent of unreported
migration in the parish records, we aggregate both emigration data sets to the municipality-
year level and choose the maximum of the two numbers for any given year as our measure
of emigration.16

Weather Daily temperature data are provided by the Swedish Meteorological and Hy-
drological Institute (SMHI) as well as the Norwegian Meteorological Institute (MET). For
the period between 1864 and 1867, which we use to construct our instrumental variable,
there are 32 available weather stations.17 While the relatively few number of stations may
reduce precision, this should pose less of a problem when studying temperature as compared
to eg. precipitation, since temperature is more evenly distributed in space, especially in
the Northern hemisphere. Moreover, we exploit deviations in temperature from long-term
means, which are known to be more reliable for spatial interpolation than temperature levels
(Hansen & Lebedeff, 1987). More detail on how we use these data is provided in Section 4.

Additional data sources We use several other data sources to obtain baseline control
variables. Soil suitability data for different agricultural produce (barley, oats, wheat, live-
stock and forestry) are taken from the FAO GAEZ database. Railway data are from the
National Archives of Sweden. Population data for 1865 are from Palm (2000), and comple-
mented with data from the National Archives of Sweden.

16As we lack digitized data from the church books after 1895, all later migrants are obtained from the
passenger lists. Before 1895, the parish data reports more migrants than the shipping line data for about 50
percent of our municipal-year observations, while the latter reports more migrants for about 25 percent.

17The median and mean distance from our municipality centroids are 36 and 39 kilometers, respectively.
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4 Empirical Framework

To measure the long-run effects of emigration on innovation, our starting point will be a
regression of the following form:

Patentsic = βEmigrantsic + θc + X′icδ + εic, , (1)

for a municipality i in county c. The dependent variable Patentsic denotes the log number
of patents between year t and 1914.18 Emigrantsic is the main explanatory variable of
interest, defined as the log cumulative number of emigrants between 1867 and year t. In
our main specification, we let t = 1900 as the period 1867–1900 includes the bulk of mass
migration.19 To measure the effects relative to the baseline population, we always include
the natural logarithm of the population in 1865 as a control in the vector Xic. Additionally,
Xic also includes several municipality controls determined before mass emigration, presented
below. To control for the fact that regions may differ in several unobserved dimensions, we
also include a set of county fixed effects θc.20 Thus, we only compare municipalities within
smaller regions. The error term εic captures all omitted influences.

The OLS regression stated in equation 1 will estimate the true coefficient of interest, β,
if Cov(Emigrantsic, εic) = 0. There are two main reasons for which this is unlikely to hold.
First, there may be a spurious relationship between a municipality’s history of migration and
later outcomes driven by underlying unobserved factors at the local level. The sign of the bias
is a priori ambiguous. For instance, emigrants may leave places that are better connected,
which might be beneficial in other relevant dimensions, or they may leave municipalities
that perform poorly for reasons that also affect later economic outcomes. Second, due to a
potential measurement error in the migration variable, β̂ may suffer from attenuation bias
towards zero.

To estimate a causal effect, we therefore instrument for emigration using a measure of
push factors occurring before the start of mass migration. Specifically, the instrument is the
interaction between growing season frost shocks 1864–1867 and a municipality’s proximity
to an emigration port. The identification strategy builds on three ideas. First, it is well
known that unusually cold weather and ensuing harvest failures acted as a catalyst for the

18As there is a considerable amount of municipalities without any patent, we add one to the number of
patents before taking the natural logarithm. In the robustness section, we show that our outcomes are robust
to using the inverse hyperbolic sine function instead of the natural logarithm as well as to defining patents
in per capita terms.

19We chose 1867 since it marks the first year of mass migration, and since it follows a period of unusally
high frost incidence, which we exploit in our identification strategy presented below.

20Treating the county of the city of Stockholm (Stockholms stad), which includes one single municipality,
as part of the county of Stockholm (Stockholms län), there are 24 counties.
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emigration wave of the late 1860s. Second, the effect of frost shocks on emigration should be
larger when travel costs are low, which we proxy by a municipality’s proximity to one of the
two major emigration ports. Third, because migration patterns tend to be highly persistent,
the interaction term should predict differences in emigration rates not only in the short run
but over longer periods of time as well.

Below, we provide additional details on the components of our identification strategy,
including a discussion of its potential weaknesses.

Frost shocks Even though it is an important determinant of harvest quality, frost has
rarely been used in economic studies involving agricultural yields. Frost can quickly destroy
plants and lead to severe crop loss (see, eg., Snyder & Melo-Abreu, 2005). In particular, the
famine years that preceded Sweden’s first emigration wave saw unusually cold temperatures
and frost during the growing season. Using Swedish county-level data from 1860 to 1880,
Karadja & Prawitz (2019) validate this idea and show empirically that frost significantly
predict worse harvest outcomes. At the national level, Figure 5 indicates that the bad
harvest years also had strongly negative effects on real GDP per capita.

Frost shocks are constructed as monthly indicators comparing the number of frost days
to the long-term weather in that particular month. We denote as a frost day any day with
a minimum temperature below zero degrees Celsius. We then define a frost shock in three
steps. First, for each month, we calculate the mean number of frost days and calculate the
deviation from the long-term mean in that month:

deviation(#Frost days)smt = #Frost dayssmt −mean(#Frost days)sm,

for each station s in month m and year t. Second, using nearest neighbor matching, we match
municipalities to a weather station and assign them the value from the weather station so
that we obtain deviation(#Frost days)imt for each municipality i. Finally, we define a frost
shock as a month when the deviation from the mean number of frost days is above one
standard deviation of the mean number of frost days in that month:

Frost shockimt := I[deviation(#Frost days)imt > sd(#Frost days)im],

In order to restrict attention to frost incidence which is of importance for agriculture, we sum
our binary measure of frost shocks over all growing season months in a year.21 Appendix

21Following meteorological practice from the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI),
we define a growing season month as a month with a long-term average temperature of above 3 degrees
Celsius.
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Figure C.3 displays the distribution of frost shocks in the growing season months of 1864–
1867 in Panel A alongside the distribution in non-growing season months of the same years
in Panel B, calculated in the same fashion as their growing season counterparts.

Emigration ports To proxy for the travel costs of migration within Sweden, we use the
proximity to the nearest major emigration port, either Gothenburg or Malmö, as measured
from a municipality centroid. We define proximity as minus the log of distance.22 These two
ports handled about 97 percent of all emigration between the 1869 and 1920, as measured
by our passenger list data, which indicates emigrants’ port of exit. Gothenburg was the
most used emigration port by far with about 79 percent of passengers, with Malmö at 18
percent.23 About 75 percent of municipalities were closest to Gothenburg, while the rest
were closer to Malmö.

Estimating equations We set up the following first- and second stage equations:

Emigrantsic = γ1Frostic × Portic + γ2Frostic + γ3Portic + θc + X′icγ + νic, (2)

Patentsic = ϕ ̂Emigrantsic + φ1Frostic + φ2Portic + θc + X′icδ + υic, (3)

where Frostic is the number of growing season frost shocks experienced by municipality i in
county c during 1864–1867 and Portic is the proximity to the nearest emigration port. As
before, we always include the log of population in 1865 in Xic in order to scale the effects to
population levels. In addition, we include the proximity to the nearest railway, town, trade
port, and weather station, proximity to Stockholm, municipality area, latitude and longitude,
length of the growing season, share of arable land, indicators for urban municipalities and
for having at least one patent 1860–1864, as well as a set of indicator variables for high soil
quality for the production of barley, oats, wheat, livestock and timber.24 All continuous
variables are de-meaned to facilitate the interpretation, including the number of frost shocks
and the proximity to an emigration port. We use standard errors that are cluster robust
at the weather station level. Section 6 displays results with a number of different standard
error calculations.

22Internal travel time varied by means of transportation. Train from Stockholm to Gothenburg took about
14 hours in the late 1860s, while the same route could take about a week or more with horse and wagon.
As the travel time between Gothenburg and New York took about 10–14 days, the travel time to reach an
emigration port constituted, to a varying degree, a considerable share of the total travel time to the US.

23The third largest emigration port was the capital Stockholm with two percent of the emigrants.
24All controls, except the urban and patent indicators, the arable share and the soil suitability indicators

are defined in natural logarithms. All distances are calculated using the municipality centroid.
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4.1 Validity of the instrument

Balance test Having constructed frost shocks in relation to the long-term mean and stan-
dard deviation of frost in each month, shocks should represent unexpected events. Thus, the
instrument should not be correlated with municipal characteristics determined before the
start of mass migration. To test this, we estimate the following type of regressions:

Xic = ρ1Frostic × Portic + ρ2Frostic + ρ3Portic + θc + ηic, (4)

where ρ1 indicates whether there is a significant relationship between a characteristic and
the instrument. Results are presented in Table 2. The first row indicates that the instrument
is not correlated with patents prior to mass emigration, between 1860 and 1864. The last
row also shows that the instrument is unrelated to prior changes in population between 1810
and 1865. In total, the instrument is significantly related to one out of 19 variables at the
5 percent level, as there is a negative correlation with population in 1865. This negative
relationship likely explains why there is also a correlation with the urban indicator, albeit at
the 10 percent level. Reassuringly, less populated and more rural areas correlate with having
fewer patents, while our results below indicate positive effects of emigration on patents.
Thus, if anything our estimates would be biased towards zero and constitute lower bounds
of effects. While our preferred specification controls for pre-frost shock differences in our set
of available controls, these generally have small implications for our estimates.

Exclusion restriction The identification strategy relies on a single excluded instrument,
Frostic×Portic. An attractive feature of this strategy is that it allows us to directly control
for the main effects of both port proximity and frost shocks. Thus, we can rule out any direct
effects that these variables may have on our outcomes without involving emigration, which
would violate the exclusion restriction. For example, as frost shocks have a negative effect
on agricultural output, they could have a variety of effects on the economic environment
in a region that in turn affect innovation. In addition, our strategy takes into account
potential indirect effects of frost shocks that go through other channels than agriculture.
For instance, cold ambient temperature in utero may have an effect on birth outcomes as
shown by Bruckner et al. (2013) using Swedish data from 1915–29.

Still, a remaining threat to the exclusion restriction is that Frostic×Portic could capture
the differential impact of experiencing a shock in more isolated areas relative to more con-
nected ones.25 Since the two emigration ports, Gothenburg and Malmö, were also important

25For instance, Burgess & Donaldson (2013) show that locations with better railway connections were less
responsive to local productivity shocks in colonial India.
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economic hubs, one concern is that our instrument might capture long-lasting effects of such
interactions. Gothenburg and Malmö were the second and fourth largest cities by popu-
lation during our sample period. However, there were a number of other significant cities
and ports that were largely unrelated to emigration, including the capital Stockholm and
Norrköping, the third largest city. The presence of non-emigration towns and ports suggests
a natural extension of our regression models: controlling for the interaction between frost
shocks 1864–1867 and proximity to the nearest major town and trade port. If our effects
are truly driven by proximity to an emigration port rather than to a town or trade port,
including such controls should not have an impact on our estimates. In our baseline models,
we use proximity to the nearest of the 88 recognized towns and 10 largest trade ports by
1890 import volume, separately. As a robustness test, in Section 6 we also display results
when using only the largest 10 towns and 5 trade ports. In addition, we use the method of
Conley et al. (2012) to test the extent to which our findings are robust to assuming large
violations of the exclusion restriction.

4.2 First stage results

Table 3 documents the effect of the instrument on total emigration during the mass migra-
tion period 1867–1900. The instrument is defined as the interaction between frost shocks
1864–1867 and proximity to the nearest emigration port. The basic specification in Column
1 includes county fixed effects, log population in 1865 and emigration port proximity as
controls. The first row indicates that the instrument has a positive and precisely estimated
effect on emigration. The coefficient of 0.065 indicates that a one standard deviation increase
in the instrument increases emigration by nearly 14 percent.26 Hence, the intensity of early
push factors predict total emigration across several decades. The high degree of path de-
pendence is consistent with the historical literature, which emphasizes the role of a “friends
and relatives effect” for the later migrant waves (see e.g. Runblom & Norman, 1976). The
instrument’s effect is robust to including our set of pre-emigration municipal characteristics
in Column 2.27

Our identification strategy rests on the idea that locations closer to emigration ports
Gothenburg and Malmö will emigrate more when they experience frost shocks. A potential

26The standard deviation of our instrument is 2.14.
27Besides the log population in 1865, the proximity to the nearest emigration port and county fixed effects,

which are included in all columns, the controls in column 3 include: proximity to the nearest railway, town,
trade port, and weather station, proximity to Stockholm, municipality area, latitude and longitude, length
of the growing season, share of arable land, indicators for urban municipalities and for having at least one
patent 1860–1864, as well as a set of indicator variables for high soil quality for the production of barley,
oats, wheat, livestock and timber.
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worry with this is that Gothenburg and Malmö were not only the main emigration ports
at the time but also important economic hubs. As a result, frost shocks experienced closer
to or farther away from these cities may also lead to different and potentially long-lasting
economic impacts, given that municipalities may differ in their dependency on agriculture
or the availability of insurance. Column 3 addresses this potential violation of the exclusion
restriction by additionally controlling for the interaction between frost shocks 1864–1867
and proximity to the nearest major trade port and to the nearest town. To the extent that
frost shocks have different impacts depending on proximity to economic hubs, these controls
should pick up such effects. Adding these controls in Column 3 yields only minor change to
the first stage estimate. The market access interactions also have no impact on emigration by
themselves. Taken together, this indicates that our instrument does not pick up important
interaction effects between frost shocks and proximity to economic hubs in general, and
moreover that such variation did not drive emigration. If anything, the difference between
Columns 2 and 3 indicate that our estimates are somewhat downward biased when not
controlling for these interactions, given that the coefficient estimate is larger in the latter
case. In Section 6, we report additional tests for the potential exclusion restriction violations.

To get a better understanding of the first stage relationship, we display a non-parametric
plot of the relationship between emigration and the instrument in Figure 4.28 The solid, blue
line displays a clear positive relationship. Interestingly, it is approximately linear, indicating
that the instrument has an effect across the full range of its values. Appendix Figure C.6 also
plots the coefficients of our instrument on cumulated emigration from 1867 up to all years
between 1867–1914. The figure shows that coefficients become more precise after 1880 when
the second wave of emigration takes off and the total mass of emigrants becomes greater.
The first-stage coefficients are also strikingly stable over more than 40 years. Hence, the
instrument predicts permanent differences in migration across municipalities, with little sign
of catch-up or convergence over time.

Placebo using non-growing season frost shocks The motivation behind our instru-
ment rests on the relationship between frost and agriculture. When unexpected frost hits
a community, individuals receive a negative economic shock and, as a consequence, become
more likely to migrate. Thus, we would expect that frost shocks during non-growing sea-
son months do not affect emigration as they do not affect harvests. To test this, we define
non-growing season shocks in the same way as our growing season frost shocks and use them
to construct a placebo instrument. Column 4 in Table 3 includes non-growing season frost

28All variables are residuals after controlling for the full set of covariates corresponding to Column 3 of
Table 3.
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shocks in our main specification. Reassuringly, the coefficient for the placebo instrument is
small and statistically indistinguishable from zero, while the coefficient on our growing-season
instrument is unaffected.

The dashed, red line in Figure 4 displays the non-parametric relationship between em-
igration and the placebo instrument. The flat curce indicates that the placebo instrument
appears to have no relationship at all with emigration.

Appendix Table A.1 further documents that the placebo instrument has a near-zero
and insignificant estimated effect on emigration. Columns 1 to 3 replicate the equivalent
specifications from the first stage displayed in Table 3, but without our growing-season
instrument on the right-hand-side. In terms of relative magnitudes, in Columns 1–3 the
coefficients belonging to the growing-season instrument are about four to eight times larger
than the corresponding coefficients belonging to the alternative non-growing season instru-
ment (shown in Column 5 for reference). When including the growing-season interaction
alongside the placebo instrument in Column 4, the magnitude of the placebo coefficient
drops considerably in magnitude.

5 Mass Migration and Technological Change

This section documents our main results for the effects of emigration on innovative activity,
technological adoption, and economic transformation as well as the potential role of return
flows from the United States.

5.1 Innovative activity

We begin by discussing reduced form effects. We display the effect of the instrument on
the log number of patents in the period 1900–1914 in Table 3.29 Throughout the three
main specifications in Columns 5 to 8, there is a significant, positive effect on innovation.
The estimate varies between 0.04 and 0.05. Column 7 tests for potential violations of the
exclusion restriction by including interaction effects between frost shocks and market access.
Similar to the case with emigration, such effects are if anything causing a downward bias
on our estimate, as including these controls raises the estimate somewhat. This indicates
that there are unlikely to be violations of the exclusion restriction stemming from the fact
that emigration ports are also correlated with market access. Column 8 includes our placebo

29We use the log(1 + patents) specification to deal with locations with no patents. Section 6 shows
robustness to alternative functional forms. Appendix Table A.2 shows that the effect on patents is similar
when altering the start year in our main specification from 1900 to 1867 or 1885. We discuss the effect on
patents in different time intervals below.
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instrument constructed using non-growing season frost shocks. The placebo instrument has
a very small and statistically insignificant impact on patents. Moreover, the estimate of
the main instrument is robust to this test, as the estimate remains stable and statistically
significant.

Table 4 turns to estimating the long-run effect of emigration on technological patents.
Emigration is measured as the log number of emigrants 1867–1900.30 For reference, Columns
1 to 2 display the OLS results, which indicate a positive relation between emigration and
patents. The estimated elasticity is 0.3 in the baseline specification, and drops to 0.23
when including control variables. Columns 3 to 5 document the coefficients from the IV
model. They confirm that there is a strong positive effect of emigration on patents in the
long run. Column 3 shows an elasticity of 0.77 between emigration and patents in the
most parsimonious model including only county fixed effects in addition to log population
in 1865. Including pre-determined control variables in Column 4 yields a somewhat lower
elasticity estimate of 0.63. Finally, in the most demanding specification in Column 5, which
controls for potential violations of the exclusion restriction, the estimate is slightly larger, at
0.64. The IV estimate thus indicate that a ten-percent increase in the number of emigrants
1867–1900 would increase the number of patents in a municipality by 6.4 percent.

Next, we investigate the margins at which innovation responds to emigration. Appendix
Table B.1 shows that there is a positive but statistically insignificant impact of emigrants on
the extensive margin, i.e. having at least one patent in the 1900-1914 period. Starting from
a cutoff of at least two patents, the effect is significant and positive. Corresponding to the
78th percentile of innovation across municipalities, the estimate indicates that a 10 percent
increase in emigration raises the likelihood of having at least two patents by 2 percentage
points. The effect remains positive and similar in magnitude for having at least three, four
or five patents, with the last outcome corresponding to the 90 percentile of innovation. In
the long run, emigration thus drives locations into the upper tails of innovative activity.

The results presented so far show that Sweden’s mass migration led to increased inno-
vation in origin communities. However, it is hard to ascertain the economic value of these
innovations. While we cannot directly assess the value of the patents in our data, it can
be indirectly inferred by exploiting information on the number of years that patent holders
paid the annual fee in order to keep the patent in force. Assuming that patentees make
prolonging decisions based on the present value of a patent, patent fees indirectly captures
the economic value of the patent.

In Columns 6 to 10 of Table 4, we display results from regressing emigration on the
30Online appendix table A.3 shows that results are similar if we count emigration up until 1914, the last

year of our patent data.
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number of value-weighted patents, which we simply measure by weighting patents by the
number of years that each patent was renewed. The results display the same pattern as
previously. The OLS estimates indicate a positive and significant correlation with value-
weighted patents. IV estimates are similarly positive and about 3 times larger than their OLS
counterparts. While the magnitudes of the coefficients are not straightforward to interpret,
the key finding is of a positive and significant relationship. Had the estimated impact instead
been small, this would have indicated that patents were of little economic value.

Next, we explore the development of innovation over time. Figure 6 plots coefficients from
separate reduced-form regressions for every year between 1860 and 1914, with the outcome
variable being an indicator taking value one if a municipality had at least one patent in that
year and zero otherwise. The figure shows an increasingly strong and significant positive
effect of the instrument on patents. The effect appears as early as in the 1880s and becomes
more pronounced at the turn of the century, three decades after the famine years that are
used to define the instrument. The fact that the effect is gradually introduced suggests that
there is a dose-response relationship between cumulative migration and patents.31

To get a sense of in which part of the economy that technological innovation appeared,
we follow Nuvolari & Vasta (2015) and categorize patents in 14 different sectors. Figure
7 displays the results. The first row shows that agricultural patents see one of the largest
increases in innovation. This may reflect the fact that agriculture was the largest sector of
employment at the time. Moreover, it was one of the sectors that was most politically vocal
regarding the negative impact that emigration had on its availability of labor (Kälvemark,
1972). In addition, food and machinery products see similarly large increases innovation,
while chemicals, construction, and transport categories see smaller, but also significant ef-
fects. Historical accounts suggest that a significant part of the innovations in the later 19th
century were indeed labor-saving in nature (Morell, 2001). Yet, there is no straightforward
way of implementing this terminology and categorizing the large number of patents in our
data as either labor-saving or labor complementary. The relatively broad impact of emigra-
tion on patents may also reflect a structural shift in the economy towards new sectors with
higher value-added and more scope for innovation, as well as return flows from emigrants
abroad influencing innovation. We discuss this below.

5.2 Technological adoption

Innovation and technological adoption have similar characteristics in theory and should re-
spond in similar ways in the face of increased labor costs Acemoglu (2010). Having found

31Appendix Figure C.7 presents a similar analysis, but studies the log number of patents between different
ten year intervals.
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positive effects of emigration on innovation in the previous, we therefore continue by con-
sidering technologies used in the production process in both the agricultural and industrial
sectors.

For agriculture, we collect data on the number of horses and oxen per land area in 1910.
While both draft animals are a form of capital used together with labor, horses enabled the
use of labor-saving agricultural machines, in contrast to the traditional use of oxen, and
were a key component of rationalization in agriculture at the time (see, eg., Sjöström, 1922;
Morell, 2001). Table 5 displays our results. Column 1 estimates the effect on the number of
draft animals per area, finding a significant increase in the general use of animals. Breaking
up this measure, this effect is driven by an increased use of horses, as seen in Column 2.
The estimate indicates a 0.3 percent increase in horses per square meter for a 10 percent
increase in emigration. By contrast, there is no relationship between emigrants and the use
of oxen, shown in Column 3. This is consistent with municipalities that saw more emigration
adopting labor-saving strategies when labor became more scarce.

For industry, we have two measures of the production technology usage. Using a register
of all Swedish firms in 1890, we collect data on the power produced by electricity, gas,
steam and water engines, as measured in horsepower. In addition, we collect data on the
usage of draft animals in production, counted as the number of machines using draft animals
to generate power. While the latter captures the use of a traditional production process,
the former captures the adoption of new technologies. To net out any general economic
trends that may have led to the creation of more industrial production, and therefore a
potentially mechanical increase in the use of technology, we measure the usage of the different
technologies per establishment. Thus, the focus is on technology adoption for a given number
of establishments. We begin by looking at the effect on machine-generated power from new
technologies. Column 4 shows that emigration causes a significant increase in machine power
per establishment. In contrast, we find that emigration significantly decreases the use of draft
animals to power machines. Hence, emigration tends to lead to a substitution effect from
animal to machine generated power in manufacturing firms.

5.3 Structural change

In this section, we analyze the effects of emigration on broader measures of economic change,
starting with the composition of employment between sectors. Table 6 displays the effect
of emigration on municipal employment across sector-skill cells, where we focus on the agri-
cultural versus non-agricultural sectors. Estimates in Panel A display the effect on the log
number of employed individuals, while those in Panel B refer to shares of total population.
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Column 1, Panel A shows that emigration causes a decrease in total employment in agri-
culture, albeit non-significant, while Panel B shows that the share working in agriculture
significantly decreases. However, these effects mask substantial heterogeneity across occu-
pation. Separating agricultural workers into skill levels according to the HISCLASS system
(Van Leeuwen & Maas, 2011), the average effect is driven by a decrease in the number of
unskilled agricultural workers. The effect in Column 2 is highly significant in both levels and
shares and shows that there are fewer farm hands and day laborers, which are examples of
occupations defined in this category. By contrast, Column 3 shows small and statistically
insignificant estimates for the number and share of low-skilled workers in agriculture. More-
over, Column 4 shows a decrease in the number of farmers, which where typically landowners
of different backgrounds. However, this effect is not significant in terms of population shares.

Turning to the non-agricultural sector, there is a corresponding increase in workers, both
in levels and as a share of the population (Column 5). While Column 6 shows that there
is little change in unskilled workers, there is an increase in both low- and medium-skilled
workers, as evident in Columns 7 and 8. The most precisely estimated effects appear for
non-manual and high-skilled occupations in the non-agricultural sector. Column 9 shows
an increase in high-skilled workers, while Column 10 narrows the definition to looking only
at engineers. Both categories of workers increase significantly in levels and shares of the
population.

Emigration thus created a shift from agricultural employment to both manual and non-
manual labor in other sectors. At the same time, there is a shift in the skill-intensity of
occupations, as municipalities add relatively higher-skilled workers, while shedding mainly
unskilled agricultural labor. This indicates that emigration contributed to labor scarcity in
agriculture, in particular among simple farm workers, which were often employed on larger
estates. This is consistent with the fact that agricultural interest groups representing larger
landowners were among the strongest drivers of the political backlash against emigration,
often citing labor scarcity as a concern (Kälvemark, 1972).

Are these effects driven by an outflow of unskilled workers and a corresponding inflow of
workers from outside the municipality? To what extent are workers shifting from the tra-
ditional to modern sectors of the economy? To test this, we employ full-count census data
with matched individuals across census rounds. We focus on men of working age and study
to what extent they change sector or skill level between two census rounds. For example,
between 1880 and 1890, we count the number of individuals who worked in the agricultural
sector in the first round and later changed into non-agricultural work. Aggregating such
changes to the municipality level, Column 1 of Table 7 shows that emigration induced occu-
pational change as there is a larger share of individuals switching from working in agriculture
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to working in other sectors. A 10 percent increase in emigration leads to a 0.4 percentage
point increase in occupational change between 1880 and 1890. The effect is similar between
1890 and 1900 (Column 2), while the largest sectoral changes occur between 1900 to 1910
(Column 3).

Columns 4–6 and 7–9 instead document occupational up-skilling within the two different
sectors, agricultural and non-agricultural, respectively. Within the agricultural sector, we
measure up-skilling as the share of unskilled workers that upgrade to being defined as low-
skilled relative to those that stay unskilled.32 Within the non-agricultural sector we measure
up-skilling as the share of unskilled to medium-skilled workers that upgrade to a higher skill
level, relative to those that do not. While the agricultural sector experiences up-skilling, in
particular between 1900 and 1910, the evidence for the non-agricultural sector is more mixed.
In fact, the non-agricultural sector sees a deskilling taking place between 1880 and 1890 and
an upskilling taking place between 1900 and 1910, although the former is statistically non-
significant. A potential explanation for these results is that unskilled agricultural workers
shift to the non-agricultural sector, increasing the pool of lower skilled workers in that
sector. Eventually, this effect is, however, dominated by a general upskilling within the
non-agricultural sector in the later period 1900–10.

We next investigate the effect of emigration on economic growth as captured by the
presence of incorporated firms, firms’ profits and general tax income in the municipality. In-
corporated firms became widespread after entry requirements were relaxed in 1895, and have
been argued to be an important factor in modernizing the Swedish economy (Broberg, 2006).
Notably, because firms have limited liability, they required a minimum capital contribution
to form. Thus, the presence of such firms indicates a willingness to invest as well as access to
capital. Table 8, Columns 1 and 2 show that high-emigration municipalities are more likely
to have an incorporated firm registered between 1901 and 1905. Moreover, Columns 3 and 4
show that these firms make greater profits. Since there are also effects of emigration on the
extensive margin of firm entry, it is unclear to what extent higher profits are driven simply
by entry. To give a more general picture of economic performance, Columns 5 and 6 display
the effect of emigration on municipal tax income. The effect is also positive and significant
here, suggesting that areas with more emigration had higher incomes in the long run.

Finally, we study the relation between emigration and wages. As labor becomes more
scarce, classical supply and demand forces should drive wages up. Moreover, workers’ may
more credibly threaten to emigrate when they have migrant networks overseas, which could
increase wages by strengthening the bargaining power of labor.33 However, if technology

32Thus, we disregard general farmers, which generally were landowners, as this category is made up of
varying skill levels.

33Karadja & Prawitz (2019) show that the Swedish labor movement advanced in communities with rela-
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changes towards favoring more high-skilled labor, the demand for low-skilled labor may
decrease (see, eg., Acemoglu, 1998, 2002). To explore the relationship between emigration
and wages, we employ yearly data on low-skilled wages within agriculture at the county level
from Jörberg (1972b). This is the only consistent wage series for the second part of the
19th century. It covers wages for landless agricultural day laborers who did mainly unskilled
work. Scattered across Sweden, these types of workers made up about half of the agricultural
working class (Jungenfelt, 1959) and their employment terms resembled those of industrial
and construction workers (Enflo, Lundh & Prado, 2014).The official series is supposed to be
valid for the whole county, including towns, cities and rural areas, and it is considered that it
reflects the level of day wages of other unskilled trades as well (Ljungberg, 1997), suggesting
that it is a good proxy for low-skilled wages more in general.34

We focus on long-term changes at the county level, running OLS regressions of cumu-
lative emigration on wage growth defined as the wage rate between different years.35 As
before, we define emigration as the natural logarithm of the number of emigrants and in-
clude the natural logarithm of the population at the baseline to scale emigration to per
capita levels. Additionally, we include the natural logarithm of the county area, the share
of urban municipalities, and the arable share of land as controls. The results are displayed
in Table 9. Although we only have 23 observations,36 there is a strong positive relationship
between emigration and long-term wage growth in the lon-run 1860–1910. The coefficients
suggest that a ten percent increase in emigration is associated with an increase of roughly 7.5
percentage points in the nominal wage rate and an 11 percentage point increase in the real
wage rate. Turning to the effects in different shorter time periods, we find that the increase
is driven by the earlier period 1860–1880. The effect in later periods is only moderate and
not statictically significant, consistent with the notion that the new technology economized
on labor and disfavored lower skilled labor.

5.4 Return flows from the United States

As discussed in the introduction, emigration may influence sending communities with eco-
nomic capital and information flows sent back home.

To examine this possibility, we start by considering if return migrants contribute to our

tively more emigration. Besides its likely positive effect on wages, the presence of labor unions may addition-
ally increase the labor costs in other dimensions (such as working hour restrictions and safety requirements).

34There is considerable variation in wages across counties, suggesting that local markets were not fully
connected, with the coefficient of variation being about 0.25 in 1900.

35Figure C.8 depicts the national annual wage growth in this series. The mean wage growth was about 3
percent during 1860–1910.

36Since one county, Blekinge, failed to report its wages, we lack one county.
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main results by obtaining the patent rights themselves, perhaps for new ideas accumulated
abroad. While almost a fifth of the emigrants eventually returned to Sweden, many of these
returned after the start of World War I, when our sample period ends. Fewer than 10
percent had returned in 1910.37 Moreover, Figure 6 shows that we detect significant effects
on innovation as early as the 1880s. Nevertheless, these return migrants could have been
influential. Studying the occupational distribution of return migrants in Figure 8, which
displays the distribution of return migrants, inventors and the full population following the
Historical International Standard Classification of Occupations (HISCO) (see Van Leeuwen,
Maas & Miles, 2002), returnees were chiefly within the agricultural sector followed by the
service sector and the industrial sectors.38 By contrast, inventors in our data were mostly high
skilled. The clearly most common profession of inventors is engineer with about 30 percent
of the patents, with the second most common being managers with about 10 percent. No
other professions exceed five percent of the share of patents.

A more formal way to measure if return migrants are responsible for innovation is to
test if inventors in high-emigration municipalities tend to have more typical return migrant
occupations. If our results are to some extent driven by return migrant inventors, we should
expect that this share is relatively higher in high emigration municipalities after mass mi-
gration. Using information on the occupation of the inventor, we weigh patents higher if
the occupation is relatively more common among return migrants than among the general
population. Our results are presented in Columns 1–5 of Table 10. As seen, the results
indicate that inventors tend to become significantly less likely to have typical return migrant
occupations.

Yet, return migrants may influence innovation at home indirectly by spreading new
knowledge and migrants still abroad may transmit information via mail correspondences.
Alternatively, a small group of high-skilled inventors may have been instrumental in the
technological upswing. To test for these possibilities, we measure the extent to which a
Swedish patent belongs to a patent class that is more common in the United States than
Sweden. Using aggregate information on the distribution of patent classes in 1900 in both
Sweden and the United States, we then create a new measure of patents at the municipality
level where we give greater weight to patent classes that are relatively more common in the

37This is less than most European countries during this period; the average return rate was about one in
three (see, eg., Gould, 1980; Bandiera, Rasul & Viarengo, 2013; Dustmann & Görlach, 2016).

38The main categories in HISCO are the following: Professionals includes professional, technical and
related workers. Administrative includes administrative and managerial workers. Clerical includes clerical
and related workers. Sales includes sales workers. Service includes service workers. Agricultural includes
agricultural, animal husbandry and forestry workers, fishermen and hunters. Industrial includes production
and related workers, transport equipment operators and laborers
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United States.39 Results are presented in Column 6–10 of Table 10. Similar to the case with
return migrant occupations, we find that high-emigration municipalities become less likely
to patent in areas that are relatively more common in the United States than Sweden.

Economic remittances may also have played a role if migrants provided capital for invest-
ments back home. There are, unfortunately, no source of data that allows an analysis of the
spatial distribution of remittances by region in Sweden. Nevertheless, we note that in terms
of aggregate flows, the ratio of remittances to GDP was smaller for Sweden as compared to
Ireland and “almost insignificant” relative to Italy (Babcock, 1914).

Ultimately, in our historical context, where remittances were limited and the only transat-
lantic communication method was by regular mail, the most comprehensive way of assessing
the importance of return flows is perhaps by studying the return migration in general. For
return migration to explain our results it is, however, necessary that return migrants posi-
tively affected technological change in the same municipalities that exhibited high emigra-
tion. Unfortunately, it may prove difficult to fully separate emigration from return migration,
using the identification strategy employed in our main analysis as municipalities with high
emigration numbers also may have relatively more return migrants than low emigration mu-
nicipalities. Therefore, to study the association between emigration, return migration and
technological change, we estimate OLS regressions displayed in Table 11. Column 1 shows
the positive relationship between emigration 1867–1910 and patents 1900–1914, controlling
for our baseline covariates and county fixed effects. Return migration, counted in the period
1867–1910, has a smaller but similarly positive and significant correlation with patents shown
in Column 2. However, once we include both emigration and return migration in Column 3,
the correlation with return migration effectively disappears. The point estimate is reduced
from 0.078 to 0.001 and is no longer statistically significant. By contrast, the estimate for
emigration is unaffected and remains strongly significant. Repeating the analysis for tech-
nology adoption in the agricultural and the industrial sectors we find that return migration
is not positively associated with these outcomes, whether controlling for emigration or not.
Emigration remains a strong predictor for both indicators of technology adoption.

Together, our results indicate that return flows from the United States did not play a
major role in explaining the effects on technological change. Instead, it appears more likely
that local economic incentives changed as labor became more scarce and costly. Nevertheless,
we cannot exclude that return migrants contributed to some extent.

39For example, if patent class A makes up 90 percent of US patents and 50 percent of Swedish patents, we
assign patents in class A a value of 0.4 = 0.9− 0.5. The distribution of US patents by NBER patent class is
taken from USPTO Historical Patent Data Files.
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6 Robustness and placebo tests

6.1 Placebo and exclusion restriction tests

We begin by estimating the effect of our placebo instrument on our outcomes. The placebo
instrument is constructed using non-growing season frost shocks 1864–1867 interacted with
emigration port proximity. Since frost outside of the growing season should not affect harvest
quality, it should also not affect emigration or any other outcomes that we study. Columns
1–3 and 6–8 of Appendix Table A.4 replicate the equivalent specifications from Table 3,
but with the placebo instrument in place of our instrument. In Columns 4 and 9, we
include both the placebo and main instruments at the same time, while Columns 5 and 10
reproduce the coefficients from our preferred specification in Table 3 for reference. Similarly,
Appendix Table A.5 shows the effect of the placebo instrument on our measures of technology
adoption and economic outcomes. Throughout the three tables, the placebo instrument
yields estimates that are consistently small and statistically insignificant.

We next test if the interaction between frost shocks and proximity to other towns and
ports that are not related to emigration affect our outcomes. Above, we have shown that
our estimates of interest are robust to including these market access controls. However, their
associated estimates are also of interest. If our results would be driven not by emigration
but by frost shocks happening closer to or farther away from large economic hubs, we should
expect the market access interactions to yield similar estimates as our instrument. Appendix
Table A.6 therefore displays the effects growing season frost shocks interacted with the
proximity to the nearest trade port as well as to the nearest town, instead of the proximity to
the nearest emigration port (shown for reference in Columns 1 and 2). None of the coefficients
are statistically significant and all are much smaller than our main results. Appendix Table
A.7 displays the same tests for our other variables, with similar results. This indicates that
it is indeed the combination of frost shocks and the proximity to an emigration port that is
of importance for our results.

One potential remaining worry is that the ports and towns used above are relatively
minor economic hubs and hence not sufficiently strong indicators of market access. As a
further robustness check, we therefore rerun our main regressions when using only proximity
to the top 5 largest trade ports as well as the top 10 largest towns. Appendix Table A.8
displays our results. For reference, odd numbered columns indicate results when controlling
for the baseline measure of market access, while even numbered columns use the restricted
set of larger ports and towns. As can be readily seen, the estimated effect of emigration on
our outcomes remains stable throughout.

As a final test, we follow the method of Conley et al. (2012) and investigate the robustness
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of our main result to directly assuming a certain violation of the exclusion restriction. We
test for the largest possible violation of the exclusion restriction that still yields a significant
estimate of emigration 1867–1900 on patents 1900–1914. We find that this result is robust
to assuming that up to 53 percent of the reduced-form effect of the instrument on patents
is driven by factors other than emigration. We also repeat the analysis when standardizing
our main outcomes variables into a summary index, which yields a corresponding robustness
value of 62 percent.40 Our results are thus robust even when assuming considerable violations
of the exclusion restriction.

6.2 Alternative specifications

In Appendix Table A.9, we specify patents in per capita terms instead of in logs, expressed
per 1000 inhabitants in 1900. In Appendix Table A.10, we instead show an alternative
specification with patents per engineer. In Table A.11, we apply the inverse hyperbolic sine
transformation to counting patents instead of using the log plus one. The coefficient for
emigration is significant at the 5 percent level in all three tables of alternative specifications.

To see that our results are not driven by urban areas, which exhibit a larger amount of
patents during our period of study, we check in Appendix Table A.12 how robust our results
are to dropping towns of different sizes. In Columns 1 and 4, we only drop the capital,
Stockholm, in Columns 2 and 5, we drop towns with more than 10,000 people in 1865, which
are 12 in total, and finally in Columns 3 and 6, we drop all 117 urban municipalities.41

Appendix Table A.13 shows similar results when dropping all urban municipalities for our
other outcomes. The results remain stable with this sample restriction. The point estimate
for firm profits is smaller and non-significant, however, likely due to the fact that the most
profitable firms are located in urban areas.

In order to alleviate concerns that the variation in our instrument is driven by emigration
port proximity, which is not randomly assigned, Appendix Table A.14 adds flexible controls
for port proximity. Specifically, we include of linear and cubic splines of port proximity.
Columns 1 and 4 display our preferred reduced form regression including the market access
controls, while Columns 2 and 5 include a cubic spline and Columns 3 and 6 include a linear
spline with four knots.42 Appendix Table A.15 repeats the exercise for our other outcomes.
Both tables show that estimated coefficients are remarkably stable over all specifications.

40The index takes the mean of standardized variables. Variables are standardized by subtracting the mean
and dividing by the standard deviation. The included outcomes are log patents 1900-1914, horses per area,
machine power, share non-agricultural workers, firm profits, and tax income.

41We define an urban municipality as a municipality that had either town privileges or was administered
as a market town (Köping or Municipalsamhälle) at the beginning of our sample period.

42The location of the knots is based on Harrell’s recommended percentiles (Harrell, 2001).
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Lastly, we consider alternative standard errors. In Appendix Tables A.16–A.19, we show
that our results are robust to clustering our standard errors at the county level, instead of the
weather station level, using spatial-correlation robust standard errors up to 100 kilometers
based on Conley (1999) as well as using Wild cluster bootstrap p-values clustered at the
weather station level. Our results are robust throughout, although at times somewhat weaker
with the bootstrap. Reassuringly, estimates remain highly precise when applying the most
flexible accounting for spatial correlation using Conley (1999).

6.3 OLS Bias and LATE

While OLS and IV coefficients are consistent in terms of the predicted sign of the relationship
between emigration and innovation, the latter are at least twice as large in magnitude. A
potential explanation for this difference is that migrants generally left municipalities that
were economically worse off and less likely to become innovative. This would lead OLS
estimates to exhibit a negative bias. However, the slight decrease in the magnitude of the
coefficient, when including controls in Columns 4 and 9 of Table 4 suggests that municipalities
were not particularly negatively selected.

An alternative explanation for the difference in magnitude is instead the possibility of
attenuation bias. In other words, if there is random measurement error in the emigration
variable, the OLS coefficient is downward biased and our OLS results may be taken as a
lower bound. To test for the possibility of attenuation bias, we compare migration before
the Emigration Ordinance of 1884 to migration after this date. By requiring emigrant agents
to present an address change of migrants to the police authority, the ordinance resulted in
a reduction of unregistered emigration (Bohlin & Eurenius, 2010). We perform two checks
in Appendix Table B.3. First, we study the effects of emigration before the emigration
ordinance, 1867–1884, on emigration afterwards, 1885–1900, and compare the difference
between the OLS coefficients, presented in Columns 1–2, and the 2SLS coefficients, presented
in Columns 3–4. Consistent with the measurement error in emigration prior to 1885, the OLS
coefficients are smaller in magnitude than their 2SLS counterparts. Second, we compare the
OLS estimates from regressing the change in patents on emigration before the ordinance,
in Column 5, to emigration after the ordinance, in Column 6. Consistent with a higher
degree of measurement error in the earlier period, the coefficient in Column 6 is larger in
terms of magnitude than the coefficient in Column 5. While there may be other reasons
for the disparity in magnitude, these results are consistent with the historical reports of
measurement error in emigration, not least in the initial phase of the emigration era.

Finally, the difference between the output of the two models is also consistent with the
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compliers of the instrumental variable being a subgroup of municipalities wherein migration
would cause larger economic benefits. The Local Average Treatment Effect (LATE) would
hence indicate that migration caused by strong push factors, such as famines and economic
shocks, could have stronger effects on local origin economies than migration caused by pull
factors.

7 Discussion and conclusion

This paper explores the effects of mass migration on technological change in sending commu-
nities by studying one of the greatest migration episodes in history; during the Age of Mass
Migration, 30 million Europeans left their home countries to settle in the United States. We
focus on Sweden, where about a quarter of the initial population migrated.

We document three sets of results. First, as our main outcome, we show that migration
caused an increase in innovation in the sending location, as measured by both the number
and the economic value of technological patents. Using an instrument based on travel costs
and the severe agricultural shocks that sparked the initial wave of migration to the United
States, our IV estimates suggest that a ten percent increase in the number of migrants
during the main Swedish transatlantic migration period 1867–1900 would have increased the
number of patents by about 6 percent at the end of this period.

Second, we show that emigration is not only positively related to the invention of new
ideas, but also to technology adoption. In fact, we document an increase in the adoption of
new technologies in both the agricultural and industrial sectors.

Third, we find that emigration was positively related to structural change from the agri-
cultural sector to the burgeoning industrial sector, and to upgrading in terms of skills within
both sectors. Additionally, we provide suggestive evidence that emigration pushed up low-
skilled wages soon after the first wave of emigration. Moreover, we show that the shift
towards the industrial sector came with positive benefits in terms of economic growth as
proxied by firm profits and municipal tax revenues.

Together, our results are consistent with emigration leading to higher labor costs, en-
couraging investments in labor-saving technologies within agriculture and a shift towards
the more skill-intensive manufacturing sector. Thus, emigration appears to have strength-
ened a rising skill intensity, typical for later stages of the industrial revolution. While the
early industrialization in the US have been argued to be de-skilling, as more skilled arti-
san production was abandoned for less skill-demanding assembly work (Goldin & Sokoloff,
1984), the later industrialization in the end of the 19th century have been argued to be more
skill-biased (Goldin & Katz, 1998).
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We find less support for alternative channels connected to return flows from the US,
such as human capital accumulation abroad. The positive effect of emigration on labor
organizations shown in Karadja & Prawitz (2019) may, however, have played a role by making
institutions more inclusive. While the effects on agricultural patents are less apparently
explained by such developments, as labor unions were an industrial phenomenon, it is possible
that technological change benefited from more inclusive labor institutions. At a more basic
level, labor unions likely contributed to high labor costs, either directly by pushing up wages,
or indirectly by demanding better working conditions. According to Schön (2000), social and
political changes at this time did contribute to wage growth by improving workers’ position
and power.

A few features of our empirical context may be important to note in order to put our
findings in perspective. Given the abundance of low-wage labor and labor intensive produc-
tion processes at the onset of its migration episode, the scope for technological change may
have been particularly high once emigration changed labor market conditions. Moreover, the
relatively high and widespread human capital in Sweden, due to the introduction of universal
basic education in 1842, may have been an important precondition.

While some of these feature may have been characteristic of the Age of Mass Migration,
and found elsewhere in Europe, there may be significant differences as compared to migration
experiences of today. In particular, the concerns regarding brain drain may be larger if
migrants are positively selected in terms of skills. Although the total effect could be different
depending on the net effect of the human capital channel, our suggested mechanism should
still be valid and potentially important. Allowing low-wage workers to seek new possibilities
abroad may therefore have positive consequences at home.
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Figure 1:
Aggregate national time series 1860-1914

Notes: This figure displays the aggregate yearly flows of migrants and granted patents (with a patent holder
or inventor residing in Sweden) per 1,000 inhabitants.
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Figure 2:
Correlation between early and late emigration

Notes: This figure displays a binned scatter plot between early emigration (1867–1874) and later emigration
(1875–1914). Emigration is defined as the number of emigrants divided by population in 1865. Both
emigration variables are residuals after controlling for our baseline set of covariates. Municipalities are
grouped into 100 bins of equal size and dots represents mean values within each bin. A regression line based
on the underlying data is also shown.
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Figure 3:
Spatial distribution of patents per capita

Notes: This figure displays the spatial distribution of the number of technological patents (per 1,000 inhab-
itants in 1865) for the period 1870–1914.
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Figure 4:
Non-parametric first stage relationship

Notes: Local mean smooth. Bandwith: 2. The solid line displays the non-parametric relationship between
the instrument and the log number of emigrants 1867–1900. The instrument is the interaction between the
number of growing season frost shocks 1864–1867 and proximity of the nearest emigration port. Proximity
is defined as minus the log of distance. The dashed line displays the relationship between the placebo
instrument, defined using non-growing season frost shocks, and the log number of emigrants 1867–1900. All
variables have been residualized using the following covariates: number of growing season frost shocks 1864–
1867, proximity to the nearest emigration port, log population in 1865, county fixed effects, log area, the
arable share of land, length of the growing season, latitude, longitude, proximity to the nearest town, nearest
trade port, nearest railway, nearest weather station and Stockholm, as well as an urban indicator, an indicator
for having at least one patent 1860–1864, and a set of indicators for high soil quality for the production of
barley, oats, wheat, dairy and timber. Additionally, we include the interaction between growing season frost
shocks 1864–1867 and proximity to the nearest town and trade port. Standard errors are clustered at the
weather station level.
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Figure 5:
Cyclical Swedish real GDP per capita 1860–1914

Notes: This figure displays the cyclical component of Swedish real GDP per capita (using a Hodrick Prescott-
filter with the smoothing parameter set to 100). The shaded area highlights the years used when defining
our measure of frost shocks, 1864–67. Source: Edvinsson (2013).
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Figure 6: Reduced-form effects for having at least one patent each year 1860–1914

Notes: This figure displays the reduced-form effect of the instrument on indicators equal to 1 if a municipality
obtaining at least one patent in year t between 1860 and 1914. The instrument is defined as the interaction of
growing season frost shocks in 1864–67 and the proximity to the nearest emigration port Proximity is defined
as minus the log of distance. All regressions include the number of growing season frost shocks 1864–1867,
proximity to the nearest emigration port, log population in 1865, county fixed effects, log area, the arable
share of land, length of the growing season, latitude, longitude, proximity to the nearest town, nearest trade
port, nearest railway, nearest weather station and Stockholm, as well as an urban indicator, an indicator
for having at least one patent 1860–1864, and a set of indicators for high soil quality for the production of
barley, oats, wheat, dairy and timber. Additionally, we include the interaction between growing season frost
shocks 1864–1867 and proximity to the nearest town and trade port. Standard errors are clustered at the
weather station level.
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Figure 7:
The effects on patents by industry

Notes: 2SLS regressions. This figure displays the effects of log emigration 1867–1900 on the log number
of patents 1900-14 by sector. The excluded instrument is the interaction between the number of growing
season frost shocks 1864-1867 and the proximity to the nearest emigration port. Proximity is defined as
minus the log of distance. All regressions include the number of growing season frost shocks 1864–1867,
proximity to the nearest emigration port, log population in 1865, county fixed effects, log area, the arable
share of land, length of the growing season, latitude, longitude, proximity to the nearest town, nearest trade
port, nearest railway, nearest weather station and Stockholm, as well as an urban indicator, an indicator
for having at least one patent 1860–1864, and a set of indicators for high soil quality for the production of
barley, oats, wheat, dairy and timber. Additionally, we include the interaction between growing season frost
shocks 1864–1867 and proximity to the nearest town and trade port. Standard errors are clustered at the
weather station level. Bars indicated 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 8:
Occupational distribution among inventors, migrants and in the population

Notes: This figure displays the proportional share of each occupational sector among return migrants and
inventors 1875–1914 alongside the mean in the population 1880-1910. Occupational sectors follow the 7
major groups of the Historical International Standard Classification of Occupations (HISCO). Professionals
includes professional, technical and related workers. Administrative includes administrative and managerial
workers. Clerical includes clerical and related workers. Sales includes sales workers. Service includes service
workers. Agricultural includes agricultural, animal husbandry and forestry workers, fishermen and hunters.
Industrial includes production and related workers, transport equipment operators and laborers.
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9 Tables

Table 1: Summary statistics

mean sd min max count
Emigrants 1867-1900 5.188 1.273 0.000 10.168 2388
Patents 1900-1914 0.526 0.954 0.000 8.330 2388
Value-weighted patents 1900-1914 0.852 1.450 0.000 9.901 2388
Frost shocks 1864–1867 4.571 2.760 0.000 11.000 2388
Non-growing season frost 1864–1867 3.486 2.196 0.000 10.000 2388
Proximity to emig port -5.027 0.991 -7.167 2.303 2388
Population 1865 7.085 0.785 4.905 11.807 2388
Urban 0.049 0.216 0.000 1.000 2388
Proximity to railway -3.147 1.444 -6.657 6.008 2388
Proximity to weather station -3.480 0.685 -5.312 0.504 2388
Proximity to major town -2.873 0.870 -5.837 3.756 2388
Proximity to trade port -4.379 0.928 -6.528 2.303 2388
Proximity to capital -5.531 0.733 -6.952 2.303 2388
Arable share 0.702 0.221 0.000 1.000 2388
Area 8.638 1.264 3.135 14.483 2388
Latitude 4.066 0.034 4.014 4.229 2388
Longitude 2.687 0.135 2.414 3.174 2388
Length of growing season 1.797 0.139 1.099 1.946 2388
Barley suitability 0.239 0.427 0.000 1.000 2388
Oats suitability 0.135 0.342 0.000 1.000 2388
Wheat suitability 0.176 0.381 0.000 1.000 2388
Livestock suitability 0.225 0.418 0.000 1.000 2388
Timber suitability 0.182 0.386 0.000 1.000 2388

Notes: This table provides summary statistics for the main variables as well as controls used throughout
our analysis. All variables, except frost shocks, the arable share as well as an urban and soil suitability
indicators, are defined in natural logarithms. Proximity is defined as minus the log of distance.
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Table 2: Balance test of instrument

(1) (2)
Any patent 1860-1864 .0007 (0.0007)
Population 1865 -0.0469∗∗ (0.0173)
Urban -0.0042∗ (0.0024)
Arable share 0.0034 (0.0046)
Area -0.0125 (0.0262)
Latitude -0.0005 (0.0004)
Longitude -0.0005 (0.0014)
Length of growing season 0.0062 (0.0039)
Proximity to railway 0.0220 (0.0420)
Proximity to weather station 0.0038 (0.0219)
Proximity to major town -0.0314 (0.0234)
Proximity to capital 0.0225 (0.0252)
Proximity to trade port 0.0136 (0.0220)
Barley suitability 0.0079 (0.0087)
Oats suitability -0.0023 (0.0059)
Wheat suitability 0.0036 (0.0033)
Livestock suitability 0.0065 (0.0097)
Timber suitability -0.0122 (0.0078)
Population change 1810-1865 -0.0036 (0.0035)

Notes: OLS regressions. Each row represents a separate regression with the indicated variable as the outcome.
Column 1 displays coefficients for the instrument, defined as the number of growing season frost shocks in
1864–67 interacted with proximity to the nearest emigration port. Column 2 displays associated standard
errors. All regressions control for growing season frost shocks 1864–1867, emigration port proximity, and
county fixed effects. Proximity is defined as minus the log of distance. All outcome variables except the
arable share, population change 1810–1865, as well as the urban and soil suitability indicators, are defined
in natural logarithms. The number of observations is 2,388 except for the last regression, which has 2,366
observations. Standard errors are clustered at the weather station level. ∗∗∗ - p < 0.01, ∗∗ - p < 0.05, ∗ -
p < 0.1.
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Table 3: Reduced form effects

Dependent variable: Emigrants Patents
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Shocks×Emigration port proximity 0.065∗∗∗ 0.063∗∗∗ 0.064∗∗∗ 0.061∗∗∗ 0.050∗∗ 0.040∗∗∗ 0.041∗∗∗ 0.044∗∗∗
(0.019) (0.016) (0.017) (0.019) (0.018) (0.011) (0.009) (0.010)

Shocks 0.009 0.020∗∗ 0.018∗ 0.013 -0.001 -0.005 -0.009 -0.005
(0.007) (0.007) (0.011) (0.012) (0.009) (0.007) (0.008) (0.008)

Shocks×Trade port proximity -0.008 -0.003 -0.020 -0.023
(0.025) (0.024) (0.015) (0.017)

Shocks×Town proximity -0.001 0.001 0.005 0.004
(0.009) (0.009) (0.007) (0.007)

NGS Shocks×Emigration port proximity 0.001 -0.009
(0.019) (0.009)

NGS Shocks 0.017 -0.012
(0.014) (0.009)

Region FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls No Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes
Observations 2388 2388 2388 2388 2388 2388 2388 2388
Mean dep. var. 5.19 5.19 5.19 5.19 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53

Notes: OLS regressions. The dependent variable is the log number of emigrants 1867–1900 in columns 1–4 and the log number of patents 1900–1914
in columns 5–8. All regressions include county fixed effects and the log population in 1865 as well as the number of growing season frost shocks
1864–1867 and proximity to the nearest emigration port. Proximity is defined as minus the log of distance. Controls include log area, the arable share
of land, length of the growing season, latitude, longitude, proximity to the nearest town, nearest trade port, nearest railway, nearest weather station
and Stockholm, as well as an urban indicator, an indicator for having at least one patent 1860–1864, and a set of indicators for high soil quality for
the production of barley, oats, wheat, dairy and timber. Standard errors are given in parentheses and are clustered at the weather station level. ∗∗∗ -
p < 0.01, ∗∗ - p < 0.05, ∗ - p < 0.1.
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Table 4: The effect of emigration on technological patents

Dependent variable: Patents Value-weighted patents
OLS IV OLS IV

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
Emigrants 1867–1900 0.300∗∗∗ 0.227∗∗∗ 0.772∗∗ 0.627∗∗∗ 0.641∗∗∗ 0.425∗∗∗ 0.323∗∗∗ 1.146∗∗ 0.978∗∗ 1.020∗∗∗

(0.050) (0.030) (0.326) (0.242) (0.218) (0.066) (0.045) (0.506) (0.393) (0.358)
Region FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes No Yes Yes
Market access controls No No No No Yes No No No No Yes
Observations 2388 2388 2388 2388 2388 2388 2388 2388 2388 2388
F-stat 11.96 16.37 14.97 11.96 16.37 14.97
Mean dep. var. 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85

Notes: OLS and 2SLS regressions. The dependent variable is the log number of patents 1900–1914 in columns 1–5 and the log number of patents
1900-14 weigthed by paid patent fees. Emigrants 1867–1900 is the log number of emigrants in 1867–1900. The excluded instrument is the interaction
between the number of growing season frost shocks 1864–1867 and proximity to the nearest emigration port. Proximity is defined as minus the log of
distance. All regressions include county fixed effects, the log population in 1865 as well as the number of growing season frost shocks 1864-1867 and
the proximity to the nearest emigration port. Controls include log area, the arable share of land, length of the growing season, latitude, longitude,
proximity to the nearest town, nearest trade port, nearest railway, nearest weather station and Stockholm, as well as an urban indicator, an indicator
for having at least one patent 1860–1864, and a set of indicators for high soil quality for the production of barley, oats, wheat, dairy and timber.
Market Access controls include the interaction between growing season frost shocks 1864–1867 and proximity to the nearest town and trade port,
respectively. The F-statistic refers to the excluded instrument. Standard errors are given in parentheses and are clustered at the weather station level.
∗∗∗ - p < 0.01, ∗∗ - p < 0.05, ∗ - p < 0.1.
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Table 5: The effects of emigration on technology adoption

Dependent variable: Agricultural production Industrial production
Draft animals Horses Oxen Machine power Draft animal usage

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Emigrants 1867– 0.038∗∗∗ 0.031∗∗ 0.007 0.730∗∗ -0.042∗∗

(0.013) (0.013) (0.006) (0.365) (0.020)
Region FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Market access controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 2388 2388 2388 2384 2384
F-stat 19.81 19.81 19.81 15.02 15.02
Mean dep. var. 0.06 0.05 0.01 0.55 0.04

Notes: 2SLS regressions. The dependent variable is the log number of draft animals per area, by type, in columns 1–3, the log horsepower generated
by machines per establishment in column 4, and the log number of motors driven by draft animals per establishment in column 5. Agricultural and
industrial outcomes are measured in 1910 and 1890, respectively. The excluded instrument is the interaction between the number of growing season
frost shocks 1864–1867 and proximity to the nearest emigration port. Proximity is defined as minus the log of distance. All regressions include county
fixed effects, the log population in 1865 as well as the number of growing season frost shocks 1864–1867 and proximity to the nearest emigration port.
Controls include log area, the arable share of land, length of the growing season, latitude, longitude, proximity to the nearest town, nearest trade
port, nearest railway, nearest weather station and Stockholm, as well as an urban indicator, an indicator for having at least one patent 1860–1864,
and a set of indicators for high soil quality for the production of barley, oats, wheat, dairy and timber. Market Access controls include the interaction
between growing season frost shocks 1864–1867 and proximity to the nearest town and trade port, respectively. The F-statistic refers to the excluded
instrument. Standard errors are given in parentheses and are clustered at the weather station level. ∗∗∗ - p < 0.01, ∗∗ - p < 0.05, ∗ - p < 0.1.
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Table 6: The effects of emigration on labor market composition 1910

Dependent variable: Agricultural sector Non-agricultural sector
All Workers Farmers All Manual Non-manual

Unskill Lowskill Unskill Lowskill Mediumskill All Engineers

Panel A: Sum (ln) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
Emigrants 1867–1910 -0.069 -0.472∗∗∗ 0.209 -0.488∗∗ 0.614∗∗ 0.392∗ 0.866∗∗ 0.486∗ 0.647∗∗∗ 0.506∗∗∗

(0.122) (0.174) (0.308) (0.235) (0.269) (0.200) (0.350) (0.257) (0.175) (0.117)
Mean dep. var. 5.17 3.96 3.17 4.32 4.34 2.10 2.73 3.60 2.57 0.26

Panel B: Shares (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
Emigrants 1867–1910 -0.150∗∗∗ -0.110∗∗∗ 0.033 -0.073 0.150∗∗∗ 0.004 0.073∗∗ 0.045∗ 0.028∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗

(0.057) (0.038) (0.038) (0.061) (0.057) (0.006) (0.032) (0.026) (0.007) (0.000)
Region FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Market access controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 2370 2370 2370 2370 2370 2370 2370 2370 2370 2370
F-statistic 21.25 21.25 21.25 21.25 21.25 21.25 21.25 21.25 21.25 21.25
Mean dep. var. 0.69 0.23 0.13 0.33 0.31 0.03 0.08 0.15 0.05 0.00

Notes: 2SLS regressions. The dependent variable is the log number of individuals (in panel A) or the share of individuals (in panel B) of each class
of workers. Occupations classified into sectors and skills according to the HISCO and HISCLASS classification schemes. The excluded instrument
is the interaction between the number of growing season frost shocks 1864–1867 and proximity to the nearest emigration port. Proximity is defined
as minus the log of distance. All regressions include county fixed effects, the log population in 1865 as well as the number of growing season frost
shocks 1864-1867 and the proximity to the nearest emigration port. Controls include log area, the arable share of land, length of the growing season,
latitude, longitude, proximity to the nearest town, nearest trade port, nearest railway, nearest weather station and Stockholm, as well as an urban
indicator, an indicator for having at least one patent 1860–1864, and a set of indicators for high soil quality for the production of barley, oats, wheat,
dairy and timber. Market Access controls include the interaction between growing season frost shocks 1864–1867 and proximity to the nearest town
and trade port, respectively. The F-statistic refers to the excluded instrument. Standard errors are given in parentheses and are clustered at the
weather station level. ∗∗∗ - p < 0.01, ∗∗ - p < 0.05, ∗ - p < 0.1.
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Table 7: The effects of emigration on occupational change

Dependent variable: Share upgrading
Agricultural to non-agricultural Within agricultural Within non-agricultural
1890 1900 1910 1890 1900 1910 1890 1900 1910
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Emigrants 1867– 0.041∗ 0.043∗ 0.088∗∗ 0.011 0.067 0.146∗∗ -0.026 0.005 0.040∗
(0.022) (0.025) (0.035) (0.032) (0.052) (0.059) (0.016) (0.014) (0.024)

Region FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Market access controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1804 1804 1804 1804 1804 1804 1804 1804 1804
F-statistic 16.50 16.03 21.28 16.50 16.03 21.28 16.50 16.03 21.28
Mean dep. var. 0.12 0.15 0.14 0.25 0.25 0.22 0.09 0.08 0.10

Notes: 2SLS regressions. The dependent variable is defined as the share of male workers of working age that transition between two types of
employment between a given census year t and the previous census year t − 10 (eg. t = 1890 and t − 1 = 1880 in column 1). Columns 1–3 measure
the share that transition from the agricultural sector to the non-agricultural sector, columns 4–6 measure transitions from a lower skill to a higher
skill within the agricultural sector, and columns 7–9 measure similar transitions within the non-agricultural sector. Emigration is measure from 1867
until the year indicated in each column. The excluded instrument is the interaction between the number of growing season frost shocks 1864–1867
and proximity to the nearest emigration port. Proximity is defined as minus the log of distance. All regressions include county fixed effects, the log
population in 1865 as well as the number of growing season frost shocks 1864-1867 and the proximity to the nearest emigration port. Controls include
log area, the arable share of land, length of the growing season, latitude, longitude, proximity to the nearest town, nearest trade port, nearest railway,
nearest weather station and Stockholm, as well as an urban indicator, an indicator for having at least one patent 1860–1864, and a set of indicators for
high soil quality for the production of barley, oats, wheat, dairy and timber. Market Access controls include the interaction between growing season
frost shocks 1864–1867 and proximity to the nearest town and trade port, respectively. The F-statistic refers to the excluded instrument. Standard
errors are given in parentheses and are clustered at the weather station level. ∗∗∗ - p < 0.01, ∗∗ - p < 0.05, ∗ - p < 0.1.
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Table 8: The effects of emigration on economic growth

Dependent variable: Any Firm Firm profits Tax income
OLS IV OLS IV OLS IV
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Emigrants 1867–1900 0.066∗∗∗ 0.133∗∗ 0.211∗∗∗ 1.289∗∗ 0.128∗∗∗ 0.423∗∗∗
(0.012) (0.066) (0.070) (0.518) (0.032) (0.164)

Region FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Market access controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 2388 2388 2383 2339 2369 2369
F-stat 14.97 16.04 15.60
Mean dep. var. 0.15 0.15 0.40 1.41 9.24 9.24

Notes: OLS and 2SLS regressions. Any Firm indicates the presence of an incorporated firm in the munic-
ipality 1901–1905. Firm profits indicate log profits of incorporated firms 1901–1905. Tax income indicates
total tax revenue in the municipality in 1900. The excluded instrument is the interaction between the num-
ber of growing season frost shocks 1864–1867 and proximity to the nearest emigration port. Proximity is
defined as minus the log of distance. All regressions include county fixed effects, the log population in 1865
as well as the number of growing season frost shocks 1864-1867 and the proximity to the nearest emigration
port. Controls include log area, the arable share of land, length of the growing season, latitude, longitude,
proximity to the nearest town, nearest trade port, nearest railway, nearest weather station and Stockholm,
as well as an urban indicator, an indicator for having at least one patent 1860–1864, and a set of indicators
for high soil quality for the production of barley, oats, wheat, dairy and timber. Market Access controls
include the interaction between growing season frost shocks 1864–1867 and proximity to the nearest town
and trade port, respectively. The F-statistic refers to the excluded instrument. Standard errors are given in
parentheses and are clustered at the weather station level. ∗∗∗ - p < 0.01, ∗∗ - p < 0.05, ∗ - p < 0.1.
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Table 9: Emigration and low skilled wage growth

Dependent variable: Nominal wage growth Real wage growth
1860–1880 1880–1900 1900–1910 1860–1910 1860–1880 1880–1900 1900–1910 1860–1910

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Emigrants 1867– 0.287∗∗∗ -0.056 0.040 0.742∗∗∗ 0.331∗∗∗ 0.029 0.061 1.100∗∗∗

(0.081) (0.153) (0.041) (0.215) (0.104) (0.183) (0.058) (0.283)
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23
Mean dep. var. 1.17 1.65 1.27 2.44 1.34 1.72 1.47 3.32

Notes: OLS regressions. The dependent variable is wage growth for daylaborers in agriculture. Emigrants 1867– is the log number of emigrants
from 1867 until the end year noted in each column. All regressions include log population in 1865. Controls include log area, the share of urban
municipalities and the arable share of land. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. ∗∗∗ - p < 0.01, ∗∗ - p < 0.05, ∗ - p < 0.1.
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Table 10: The effect on patents weighted by return flow measures

Dependent variable: Return flow weighted patents
Returnee occupations US style patents

OLS IV OLS IV
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Emigrants 1867-1900 -0.549∗∗∗ -0.450∗∗∗ -1.999∗∗ -1.512∗∗ -1.628∗∗ -0.006∗∗ -0.004∗ -0.040∗ -0.043∗ -0.047∗∗
(0.190) (0.141) (0.912) (0.748) (0.682) (0.003) (0.003) (0.022) (0.022) (0.021)

Region FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes No Yes Yes
Market access controls No No No No Yes No No No No Yes
Observations 2376 2376 2376 2376 2376 2376 2376 2376 2376 2376
F-statistic 12.52 16.21 15.58 12.52 16.21 15.58
Mean dep. var. -0.67 -0.67 -0.67 -0.67 -0.67 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01

Notes: OLS and 2SLS regressions. The dependent variable is a weighted measure of patents 1900–1914 per 1000 inhabitants. Patents in columns 1
to 5 are weighted more highly if the inventor has an occupation that is more typical for return migrants than for the general population. Patents in
columns 6 to 10 are weighted more highly if they belong to patent classes that are more typical in the US than in Sweden. The excluded instrument
is the interaction between the number of growing season frost shocks 1864–1867 and proximity to the nearest emigration port. Proximity is defined
as minus the log of distance. All regressions include county fixed effects, the log population in 1865 as well as the number of growing season frost
shocks 1864-1867 and the proximity to the nearest emigration port. Controls include log area, the arable share of land, length of the growing season,
latitude, longitude, proximity to the nearest town, nearest trade port, nearest railway, nearest weather station and Stockholm, as well as an urban
indicator, an indicator for having at least one patent 1860–1864, and a set of indicators for high soil quality for the production of barley, oats, wheat,
dairy and timber. Market Access controls include the interaction between growing season frost shocks 1864–1867 and proximity to the nearest town
and trade port, respectively. The F-statistic refers to the excluded instrument. Standard errors are given in parentheses and are clustered at the
weather station level. ∗∗∗ - p < 0.01, ∗∗ - p < 0.05, ∗ - p < 0.1.
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Table 11: Emigration, return migration and technological change

Dependent variable: Patents Horses (in agricultural) Machine power (in industrial)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Emigrants 0.259∗∗∗ 0.258∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗ 0.153∗∗∗ 0.165∗∗∗
(0.036) (0.033) (0.002) (0.001) (0.035) (0.034)

Return migrants 0.078∗∗∗ 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.005 -0.035
(0.024) (0.016) (0.001) (0.001) (0.035) (0.037)

Region FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 2388 2388 2388 2388 2388 2388 2384 2384 2384
Mean dep. var. 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.55 0.55 0.55

Notes: OLS regressions. The dependent variable is the log number of patents 1900–14 in columns 1–3, the log number of horses per area in columns
4–6, and the log machine power by establishment in columns 7–9. All regressions include county fixed effects, the log population in 1865 as well
as proximity to the nearest emigration port. Controls include log area, the arable share of land, length of the growing season, latitude, longitude,
proximity to the nearest town, nearest trade port, nearest railway, nearest weather station and Stockholm, as well as an urban indicator, an indicator
for having at least one patent 1860–1864, and a set of indicators for high soil quality for the production of barley, oats, wheat, dairy and timber.
Robust standard errors are given in parentheses. ∗∗∗ - p < 0.01, ∗∗ - p < 0.05, ∗ - p < 0.1.
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